THE IELTS Bridge #07302390901
IELTS Speaking Topic - Food and cooking:

Q.1- What sorts of food do you like eating most? [Why?]
Ans: I enjoy home-cooked meals and adore my mother's recipe. She is an excellent chef, and
I appreciate her meals. We like to order Chinese menus if we go out to eat. Aside from that, I
enjoy buttered popcorn, pizza, Indian Masala dosa, Mexican Tacos, doughnuts, and
sandwiches, which are a combination of several different international foods.
Q.2- Who usually does the cooking in your home?
Ans: In our kitchen, my mother cooks, and as I previously said, she is an incredible chef. I
always congratulate her and encourage her to open a restaurant in the neighborhood, which
she often finds amusing. My older sister Emma sometimes lends a hand in the kitchen to my
mum. On the other hand, I am in control of food shopping and everyday shopping.
Q. 3-Do you watch cookery programs on TV? [Why/Why not?]
Ans- I wouldn't say anything. I am particularly not a fan of television shows and like to
watch movies on my mobile instead. I want to fly and cook now and then, and my favorite
shows are 'Hell's Kitchen,' 'Iron Chef,' and 30 'Minute Meals.'
Q.4- In general, do you prefer eating out or eating at home? [Why?]
Ans: I like eating at home. Homemade cooking has a higher nutritional value and a wider
variety of options. It is much more hygienic and less costly. If we have special days to
celebrate, though, we like to eat at a pub. My father and I also demand that my mother dines
out on special occasions such as wedding anniversaries and birthdays because it gives her
more time to socialize rather than being trapped in the kitchen.
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